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Bulk heterojunction organic solar cells have recently drawn tremendous attention because of their technological advantages for actualization of large-area and cost effective fabrication. Two important criteria of these cells are efficiency and cost. The research in this dissertation focuses on the enhancement of these criteria with two different approaches. In the first approach, power conversion efficiency of organic photovoltaic devices is enhanced by introducing Deoxyribonucleic acids DNA into the device structure. DNA provide exciting opportunities as templates in self assembled architectures and functionality in terms of optical and electronic properties. In the first method, we investigate the effects of DNA and metalized DNA sequences in polymer fullerene bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells. These effects are characterized via optical, quantum
efficiency and current-voltage measurements. We demonstrate that by placing on the hole
collection side of the active layer, DNA and Pt-DNA sequences lead to an increase in the
power conversion efficiency (PCE) by %16 and %30, respectively. Furthermore, we
studied the electrical charge characteristics of our DNA layer by using capacitance-voltage
(C-V) measurements to explain the increase in hole collection which shows that spray
coated DNA formed a negative layer which can increase the hole collection in the cathode
side. In the second approach, device cost is tried to reduce by replacing the most expansive
material, indium thin oxide (ITO) thin films, with graphene thin films. Large area graphene
films were grown with chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. It is observed that, its
pristine form, the electrical and surface properties of these films are not sufficient enough
for the organic photovoltaic applications. These properties are enhanced with a surface
treatment of Argon (Ar) plasma and nitric acid bath. The results of these treatments show
that the surface becomes hydrophilic and surface resistance can be decreased by %25.
Then, it is demonstrated that the PCE of the graphene based solar cells can be reached up
to one tenth of the ITO based devices. The research conducted in this dissertation offers
promising potential of bulk heterojunction organic solar cells as a clean and affordable
source of energy source in the near future.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 Renewable Energy Sources

The world’s energy consumption rate has been skyrocketing continually since the industrialization era. As demand for energy keeps increasing, corresponding to the raising of world’s population, we become more and more dependence on the limited amount of fossil energy, inherited from the Dinosaur era. (Figure 1.1)

In 2008, the level of energy consumption on the planet was approximately 15 terawatts (TW) [1]. Today, fossil energy provides %86.5 of the worldwide energy consumption. Based on the ongoing trend of the increase in the energy consumption over the years, it is reported that the anticipated level of energy consumption in 2050 will be 28–35 TW with an annual increase of %2 [2]. But, it’s an evadable fact that limited reserves of fossil fuel will not be sufficient enough to supply this high demand. According to recent predictions, the inevitable permanent decline in the global oil production rate is expected to start within the next 10-20 years [3]. Moreover, as being the outcome of the energy derived from fossil fuels, carbon dioxide causes global warming as a result of our excessive abuse of the energy derived from fossil sources.
In this sense, renewable energy sources turn out a promising solution. Today, the renewable energy sources available are largely covered by hydropower, biomass energy, solar energy, wind energy, geothermal energy, and ocean energy. But it’s evident that all these potential sources have some drawbacks; like geographical limitations, sustainability or environmental problems.
1.2 Solar Energy

As being the largest among carbon-neutral energy source, energy of sun gets a lot of attention in the last century. The energy capacity of the sun is examined in a report that the earth receives more energy from sun in one hour than it is using in one year [5]. It is estimated that sun has an available renewable energy of 86000 TW per year while earths’ consumption is 15 TW per year. According to these values, even the projected energy consumption is doubled in the next 50 years, the sun has plenty of energy available. Therefore, solar energy harvesting can be a good candidate to the energy problem.

There are obvious logistical problems associated with solar energy. One of the main drawbacks of this energy is the storage of it. The energy we convert into electricity is lost if it is not used as it is generated. Wind, wave, and photovoltaic solar energy all suffer from the problem of not being energy technologies that inherently allow for storage while some technologies are suitable for storage, such as; nuclear power, hydropower, biomass, and geothermal power.

1.3 History of Solar Cells

The idea of converting solar energy into direct electrical power was first applied in semiconductor impurities at Bell laboratory in 1954 [6]. The initial power conversion efficiency of this first modern solar cell was 6%. After this milestone, solar cell research developed three generations of solar cells.
1.3.1 Inorganic Solar Cells

The first generation of solar cells, based upon silicon based P-N junction cells. These solar cells use a single junction of extremely pure silicon for extracting energy from photons, and have a theoretical efficiency maximum of 33% [7].

In the early 1960s, silicon based solar cells have ~11% efficiency. They were relatively inexpensive, and suitable for the low power and limited lifetime application [8]. The conversion efficiency of standard silicon solar cells ranges around 15% under standard test conditions.

In the last 50 years, there have been many enhancements in the silicon cell technology to improve their efficiency. During this time, research is mainly focused on better light absorption, extremely thin cells with back-surface reflectors for internal light trapping, and passivated cell surfaces to reduce losses due to recombination effects. The highest measured efficiency for a large-area (i.e., 5 in.2) crystalline silicon solar cell stands at 25%. (Figure1-2)

Although the manufacturing processes of these generation cells are very expensive, they still dominate the solar cell market. In 2007, first generation solar cells accounted for 89.6% of commercial production. It is not thought that first generation cells will be able to provide energy more cost effective than fossil fuel sources.

The high cost of the first generation cells give rise to the development of the second generation solar cells. This so called ‘thin film’ solar cell technology was first made by Wolf and Spitzer in mid 1980s [9]. This generation of solar cells has been developed based
on materials of crystalline silicon, micromorphous silicon [10], copper indium gallium selenide [11], and cadmium telluride [12]. They are significantly cheaper to produce than first generation cells but have lower efficiencies. In 2007, thin-film silicon production represented 5.2% of total market share. In 2010, copper indium gallium selenide based cells has the highest reported efficiency with is 20%. (Figure 1-2)

![Best Research-Cell Efficiencies](image)

**Figure 1-2** Best Research Cell Efficiencies in 2010, NREL [13]

### 1.3.2. Organic Solar Cells

After the discoveries of new organic photovoltaic materials, a third generation of photovoltaic devices based on organic solar cells became a very hot topic for scientists for
the last decade. These so called ‘plastic cells’ became a very promising solution to the upcoming energy problem because of their flexible structures, low fabrication costs, ease of processing and adjustable electrical properties.

Still in research phase, third generation cells has moved beyond silicon-based cells by using the evaluation of materials innovation technology. Targeted conversion efficiency for this organic material based generation is 30-60%. Although many scientists came up with different materials and structures to this energy harvesting problem using organic solar cells, the efficiencies of these devices are still not good enough for commercialization. It is recently reported that efficiencies of these devices have increased to 4-5% [14, 15]. Increasing the performance of these plastic cells is dependent on understanding and suppressing the effects of the performance limitations.

When considering the performance limitations, solar radiation should be investigated carefully. While this radiation covers the total electromagnetic spectrum, almost half of the energy exists in the short-wave (visible) part and one third of the energy lies in the infrared portions. So, during the last decade, research on the light harvesting started from the visible range and expanded to the entire spectrum. (Figure 1-3)

Generally, organic solar cells do not need the p-n junction necessary in traditional semiconductor. In the last 20 years, different organic materials, blends and structures are investigated to achieve highest efficiencies. Outcomes of these researches are organic solar cells, tandem solar cells, hybrid solar cells and dye-sensitized solar cells.
Figure 1-3 The Solar Spectrum at the Top of the Atmosphere and the radiation at Sea Level [16]
Chapter 2:

Basics of Organic Solar Cell

2.1 Organic Semiconductor Materials

The organic solar cell field started with the small organic molecules (pigments), but real breakthrough was achieved after the development of semiconducting polymers. Incorporating these conjugated polymers into organic solar cells resulted in remarkable improvements within the past years.

The milestone in the polymer solar cell was in 1977. In that year, Shirakawa, MacDiarmid, and Heeger demonstrated the conductivity of conjugated polymers can be controlled by doping. For this discovery, they were honored with the Nobel prize in chemistry in 2000 [17]. Since then, these conjugated polymers have been used successfully in LEDs [18-20] and solar cells [20, 21].

What makes these conjugated polymers attractive for solar cells is the bond structure between the carbon atoms. Different from most of the industrial plastics where the insulating properties of them come from the formation of $\sigma$ bonds between the neighboring carbon atoms, in conjugated polymers these $\sigma$ bonds forming the backbone are alternatingly single or double (Figure 2.1 left). In other words, in the backbone of the polymer, each carbon atom can only bind to only three of its four neighboring atoms which means that one electron per each carbon atom is left in the $p_z$ orbital. Since this is the case for all the carbon atoms in the backbone, these unbounded electrons mutually overlap between these $p_z$ orbitals, so that they form the $\pi$ bonds along the backbone. So that, the
electrons on the \( \pi \) bonds can be delocalizing along this conjugated path to make the conjugated polymer an intrinsic semiconductor [22]. If the \( \pi \) band is filled with electrons, the band is called the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), otherwise called as the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). If you excite the electrons in this \( \pi \) band, the polymer chain stays together without falling apart because of the \( \sigma \) bonds formed between the neighboring carbon atoms.

In conjugated systems, \( \pi \) bonds (\( \pi \) bonds) are covalent chemical bonds, where two lobes of one involved electron orbital overlap two lobes of the other involved electron orbital. Only one of the orbital's nodal planes passes through both of the involved nuclei. Also, as the band gap of a conjugated system depends on its size, [22] The local HOMO and LUMO positions can be changed by changing the conjugation along the polymer’s backbone. Therefore, real conjugated polymers are subject to energetic disorder.

![Figure 2-1](image)

**Figure 2-1** (left) In polyacetylene, the bonds between adjacent carbon atoms are alternatingly single or double [23] (right) Changes in the electron energy levels of a conjugated polymer before and after the photon absorption [24]
Hence, one way to move an electron from the HOMO level to the LUMO level by light absorption, if the energy of the absorbed photon is equal or greater than the energy of the orbital gap (band gap). Following the absorption of a photon with sufficient energy by the organic semiconductor, an electron moves into the LUMO, leaving a hole behind in the HOMO (Figure 2.1 right). However, after the separation, this electron-hole pair cannot be isolated due to electrostatic interactions but forms a tightly bound state called as exciton. The exciton binding energy for organic semiconductors (in a range of 200–500 meV) is one order of magnitude larger than inorganic semiconductors like silicon, where photo excitations lead direct free carriers at room temperature [25].

After the neutral-charge excitons generated via light absorption, they start to transport through diffusion. The diffusion length of an exciton is an important characteristic property of the conjugated polymers for optoelectronic applications that varies from 5nm to 20nm. However, the increase in the diffusion length decreases the exciton lifetime meaning that they either decay or dissociate through the internal mechanism. Therefore, the thickness of the conjugated polymer systems is restricted by the exciton diffusion length.

This diffusion mechanism is followed by dissociation for the excitons that are close enough to the layer interface. Then, electrons transfer into the acceptor at the donor-acceptor interface remaining the hole behind. The rest of the excitons decays through recombination. Therefore, the energy efficiencies of single-layer polymer devices remain typically below 0.1%. [25]
Then, dissociation of the electron-hole pair is transferred into the related electrodes. Efficiency of this process is related to different parameters. Some of which are the exciton diffusion length, carrier drift length and exciton lifetime.

In addition, the absorption bands of the materials used have a high impact on the overall efficiency. The absorption band of most conjugated polymer lies in a relatively narrow range of solar spectrum, as they are commonly known as intrinsic wide band gap semiconductors (band gap above 1.4eV).

The thermal energy at room temperature (∼25 meV) is not sufficient to efficiently generate free charge carriers in organic materials by exciton dissociation, even at typical internal electric fields (∼10⁶–10⁷ V/m) [25], it is not an easy process. In many conjugated polymers most of the excitons cannot dissociate into free carriers in a pure layer [20].

2.2 Heterojunction Organic Solar Cell Architecture

While high recombination rates and low efficiencies in one layer organic solar cells made them inappropriate candidates for the future applications, the discovery of heterojunction organic solar cells opened a new era for this type of cells. According to this approach, polymer layer is made by hole and electron accepting organic materials and photo generated excitons in this layer dissociated into free carriers at the interface. Comparing with the single component solar cells, recombination rate of heterojunction solar cells is low. The charges are separated at the donor and acceptor molecule interface, caused by a large potential drop. When potential difference ΔΦ, the difference between the
ionization potential of the donor and the electron affinity of the acceptor exceeds the exciton binding energy, is achieved, excited electron charge is transferred from the higher LUMO level to the lower LUMO level. In other words, electron moves from the donor to the acceptor [25]. (Figure 2-2 right)

![Energy Transfer Diagram](image)

**Figure 2-2** The interface between two different semiconducting polymers (D = donor, A = acceptor) can facilitate either charge transfer by splitting the exciton or energy transfer, where the whole exciton is transferred from the donor to the acceptor [25]

The efficiency of this exciton dissociation process, called as photo induced charge transfer, depends on some conditions. First of all, during the process, free charges can be generated only if the hole remains on the donor side of the interface which is due to the higher HOMO level of the donor. If the HOMO of the acceptor is higher, both electron and hole can be transferred to the acceptor side which leads to an energy loss. (Figure 2-2 left) The materials in the heterojunction layer should have an appropriate band gap to avoid this kind of an energy loss.
The thickness of this layer is also an important parameter for efficient exciton generation. This thickness should be higher that the exciton diffusion length to collect all the excitons that are able to diffuse to the interface. Also, the thickness of the heterojunction layer should be low enough to let the incident light penetrate efficiently through the layer. Therefore, the thickness of the active layer should be around 50-200nm.

### 2.2.1 Bilayer Organic Solar Cells

There are two main types of heterojunction solar cells. The most straightforward, also called as bilayer heterojunction, can be prepared by spin coating two different layers of polymers by one on the other (Figure 2-3a). Similar to the inorganic solar cell structures, directional photoinduced charge transfer across the interface is secured in this geometry of this type. After the exciton dissociation, both types of charge carriers travel in different layers. So, the chance for recombination is significantly reduced. The limiting factor on this type of heterojunction cells is the short length of the interfacial area.

### 2.2.2 Bulk Heterojunction Organic Solar Cells

A new structure based on the mixture of the electron donor and acceptor material is prepared to increase the interfacial area length and thus to improve exciton dissociation efficiency. This mixture of materials spin coated on the surface to form a heterojunction layer, also called as bulk heterojunction (Figure 2-3).
In the literature, different types of heterojunction cells are considered by using different polymer blends and molecules. The list of some breakthrough materials and devices are shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 Summary of device characteristics for various solar cell devices fabricated with different organic materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fill Factor [%]</th>
<th>Efficiency white light [%]</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPV/C60</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPT/CN-PPV</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDMO-PPV/[60]PCBM</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>[28, 29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/PCBM</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>[29, 30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTB7/PC$_{71}$BM</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among different polymers, the buckminster fullerene C$_{60}$ drew a lot of attention because of its’ strong electron acceptor properties. It’s based on experiments in bulk heterojunction cells that when C$_{60}$ is mixed with hole conducting materials, photoconductivity increases under illumination \[32\]. But, C$_{60}$ shows a tendency to crystallize in the polymer mixture. This leads to the development of PCBM, a derivative of C$_{60}$ (Figure 2-4). By forming smaller crystallic structures in the blend, the solubility of PCBM increases.

**Figure 2-4** Electron-conducting acceptor polymer, a soluble derivative of C60, namely PCBM (1-(3-methoxycarbonyl) propyl-1-phenyl[6,6]C61) \[33\]
For the electron donor material, PPV derivatives were widely used until the development of P3HT (poly-3-hexylthiophene) (Figure 2-5). Being able to absorb photons at higher wavelengths than the PPV derivatives makes P3HT a more suitable partner for PCBM in organic solar cells. Studies on this pair showed that charge mobilities can be increased by slow drying of this layer during the fabrication. Therefore, charges can be collected more effectively forming the space charge region smaller.

**Figure 2-5** Some commonly used conjugated polymers are shown. Two important representatives of hole-conducting donor type polymers are MDMO-PPV (poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene), P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)) [34]
2.2.3 Effect of the buffer layer and the electrodes in Organic Solar Cells

One of the early problems in bulk heterojunction organic solar cells is the possible short circuits between electrodes based on the fabrication of the thin polymer layer. These short circuits can cause from the gaps in the layers or from the morphology.

This problem is solved by spin casting another polymer layer between the anode contact and the active polymer layer. Most common buffer polymer is poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-(styrenesulphonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS). Along with acting as an electron blocking layer, a thin semiconductor PEDOT:PSS layer works to prevent electron leakage from the bulk heterojunction acceptor to the anode, to help extracting the photogenerated holes and to planarize the contact surface.

Electrode materials have also important effect over the performance of organic solar cells. The work function of the electrode materials determines whether the electrode forms an ohmic or a blocking contact for the respective charge carrier. Moreover the difference in work function of the electrode materials has a considerable effect over the open circuit voltage. Common electrode materials for the electron collecting contact are Al (4.28eV), Ca(2.87), In(4.12eV) and Ag(4.26) (Figure 2-6).

Although some metals are used for the hole collecting side, it is not possible to form an high transparent metal electrode with low sheet resistance. For this reason so called conducting glasses are often used.

The most common electrode is Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) which is a degenerated semiconductor comprising a mixture of In$_2$O$_3$ (90%) and SnO$_2$ (10%) with a bandgap of
3.7eV. The large bandgap allows no absorption of wavelengths longer than about 350nm. The material can be highly conducting leading to very low sheet resistances for 100nm thick layers of ITO. When there is lack of oxygen, it acts as n-type dopant which is suitable for the anode contact applications.

As the thickness of the ITO layer increases, the sheet resistance decreases. Commercial available ITO coated glasses have a sheet resistance between 5-15 Ωsq$^{-1}$ with a thickness of 100-150 nm. The transmission properties of the thicker ITO substrates do not change much since the material does not absorb in the visible. Nominal transmission is greater than 85% for the 150 nm thick substrates.

By this property, conjugated polymers with absorption in the whole visible range can be used with ITO if the bandgap of the polymer and the work function of the ITO can allow for the charges to move in the right direction. In this sense, ITO and PEDOT:PSS are suitable for the hole collection side of the organic solar cell devices. The energy diagram of an example solar cell is in figure with different cathode electrodes.
2.3 Solar Cell Characterization Parameters

2.3.1 Absorption Measurements

The first step in the collection of the charge carriers in the organic photovoltaic cells is the absorption of the incident light. The incident light generates electron–hole pairs at the $p$-type donor material due to exciting electrons from HOMO to LUMO bands. The absorption of these incident photons is measured by monitoring the reflection of the light by the organic solar cell. By using the fact that the addition of the reflection and the absorption is unity, absorption is calculated accordingly.
During the calculation of reflection, two reference spectrums are calculated; the white reference spectrum and the dark reference spectrum. Here, the white reference spectrum, $R_{\text{white}}$, is measured with a glass substrate having only a reflecting electrode. The dark reference spectrum, $R_{\text{dark}}$, is taken without any sample to compensate the internal reflections in the setup. After this reflection is calculated, the reflected signal $R_{\text{sample}}$ is measured and decomposed in a spectrometer. Then, the reflectivity $R$ and absorption $A$ are calculated as [36];

$$A = 1 - R = \frac{R_{\text{sample}} - R_{\text{dark}}}{R_{\text{white}} - R_{\text{dark}}}$$  \hspace{1cm}  (2.1)

In the solar cell structure, photon absorption depends on the thickness of the donor material. Because the thickness of the donor material layer is of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of the incident light, small changes in this layer thickness can have a significant effect on the absorption of the organic solar cell. So, absorption is one of the main limiting factors of the active layer thickness.

In the past, the optical thickness range for different organic films is studied by different groups [37, 38]. One example of these studies can be found in Figure 2.7.
2.3.2 Spectral Responsivity Measurements

Spectral responsivity measurements of organic solar cells are used to calculate the spectral mismatch correction factor and understand physical mechanisms of devices. This correction factor between the reference and test cells is used to set the light intensity of the solar simulator for solar performance measurements. The spectral responsivity, $S(\lambda)$, is calculated by [39];
\[ S(\lambda) = \frac{a\lambda}{hc} QE(\lambda) \]  

(2.2)

where the constant term \( q/hc \) equals 8.0655 \( \times 10^5 \) for \( w \) in units of meters, \( S(\lambda) \) in units of AW\(^{-1}\) and the quantum efficiency, \( QE(\lambda) \), in units of \( \% \).

Here, quantum efficiency (QE) or incident photon to converted electron efficiency (IPCE) describes the overall efficiency of the working mechanism of the bulk heterojunction solar cells. IPCE determines by the ratio of the photons that generate electrons in the external circuit to incident photons of monochromatic light per time and area [40];

\[ IPCE = \frac{\text{Number of extracted electrons (Ne)}}{\text{Number of incident photons (Np)}} \]  

(2.3)

One important parameter during the measurements of the spectral response of the organic solar cells is the response time of the cell to the chopped light. For polymer solar cells, the response of the device to the incident light is very fast. For a P3HT:PCBM device, the response time is less than a millisecond [39].

Another important parameter is the internal quantum efficiency. The IQE is the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected by the solar cell to the number of photons of a given energy that shine on the solar cell from outside and are not reflected back by the
cell, nor penetrate through (absorbed photons). If the optical losses in a solar cell are known, the IQE can be calculated as [40];

\[
IQE = \frac{\text{Number of extracted electrons (Ne)}}{\text{Number of absorbed photons (Np)}}
\] (2.4)

The IQE only considers photons, which are absorbed in the active layer. It is therefore the ratio of electrons in the external circuit to the number of photons absorbed in the active layer. IQE and QE give insight into both the charge carrier generation and transport processes in a solar cell.

### 2.3.3 Equivalent Circuit Model

Before we start the discussion of the electrical properties of organic solar cells, it is important to understand the electrical model of a solar cell. In the ideal case, a solar cell can be modeled by a diode parallel with a current source. But in practice, a series and a shunt resistance should be added to the model such that; the shunt resistor \( R_{sh} \) is due to recombination of charge carriers near the dissociation site and the series resistor \( R_s \) considers mobility of the specific charge carrier in the respective transport medium. (Figure 2.8) In the ideal case, \( R_s = 0 \) and \( R_{sh} = \infty \).
Figure 2-8 Diagram of the equivalent circuit of a solar cell. [41]

The illuminated current density equation is given by,

\[ J = J_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{q(V - JAR_s)}{nk_BT} \right) - 1 \right] + \frac{V - JAR_s}{R_{sh}A} - J_{ph} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where \( J_0 \) is the reverse saturation density, \( q \) is the elementary charge, \( A \) is the active area of the device, \( n \) is the ideality factor, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature of the device and \( V \) is the externally applied bias voltage [42]. Here, \( J_{ph} \) is the photogenerated current density.
2.3.4 I-V curve parameters

The main performance evaluation of a solar cell is described from its power conversion efficiency (PCE). PCE of a solar cell is determined for the current density-voltage characteristics of the cell. The current-voltage characteristics of a solar cell in the dark and under illumination are shown in Figure 2.9.

**Figure 2-9** Current-voltage (I-V) curves of an organic solar cell under dark (black) and illumination (red) [43]
While, the I-V curve shows a diodic behavior in the dark; under illumination, extra charge carriers are generated in the solar cell and the dark IV-curve is shifted in the negative direction. Under illumination, three key figures are determined from the I-V curve; open circuit voltage, short circuit current and maximum power point.

(i) *Open circuit voltage* (*V*o*c*);

In organic solar cells, the open circuit voltage is found to be linearly dependent on the HOMO level of the donor and LUMO level of the acceptor [44, 45]. However, this relation is only valid when the electrodes form ohmic contacts with the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor. This relationship can be described by the following equation;

\[
V_{oc} = HOMO(D) - LUMO(A) - \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left[ \frac{(1-P)gN_e^2}{P_{GM}} \right]
\]

(2.6)

in which *q* is the elementary charge, *P* is the dissociation probability of a bound electron–hole pair into free charge carriers, *GM* is the generation rate of the bound electron-hole pairs, *g* is the Langevin recombination constant, *N_e* is the effective density of states, *k* is the Boltzmann constant, and *T* is the temperature [46].

In the solar cell architecture, *V*o*c* is dependent on various structural parameters. If the charge carrier loses increases *V*o*c* decreases. Moreover, open circuit voltage is dependent on the nanomorphology if the polymers in the active layer. It is also important to have a better match between the metal electrode and the organic semiconductor. This
match is modified by depositing a thin layer of Lithium Floride (LiF) layer between the electrode/polymer interface. This deposition decreases the interfacial effects at the interface.

(ii) Short circuit current \((I_{sc})\):

In the ideal case, photogenerated current of the organic polymer layer in a solar cell can be described by;

\[
I_L = n e \mu E
\]  

(2.7)

where \(n\) is the density of charge carriers, \(e\) is the elementary charge, \(\mu\) is the mobility, and \(E\) is the electric field [47]. When the overall solar cell structure is considered, this current is reduced by several factors. As an outcome, overall short circuit current of a solar cell is described by [48];

\[
I_{sc} = I_L - I_{sh} - I_d
\]  

(2.8)

where \(I_{sh}\) is the shunt current and \(I_L\) is the photogenerated current and \(I_d\) is the diode current.

(iii) Fill Factor \((FF)\):

As can be seen in Figure 2.9, maximum power point is the point on the I-V curve under light condition where the solar cell can produce its maximum power. The voltage
and the current at the maximum power point are shown in equation 2.9 as with \( V_m \) and \( I_m \), respectively. The ratio of this power power \( P_{\text{max}} \) to the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage the product is called the fill factor (FF) [34];

\[
FF = \frac{V_m I_m}{V_{oc} I_{sc}} \tag{2.9}
\]

In the ideal solar device where all the incident power is being converted to the electricity, the fill factor must be unity. However, due to various losses in the device structure this value lies between 0.2 - 0.7.

Fill factor of a solar cell is mainly determined by charge dissociation, the charge carrier transport, and the recombination processes. These processes effect the hole transport capability. When hole and electron transport are unbalanced, a build up space charge region results in the active layer, resulting in low fill factors.

The photovoltaic power conversion efficiency (\( \eta \)) [49] can be calculated with a known incident light power of light as;

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \frac{V_{oc} I_{sc}}{P_{\text{in}}} FF \tag{2.10}
\]
where $P_{in}$ is the incident light power density. This light intensity is standardized at 1000 W/m$^2$ with a spectral intensity distribution matching that of the sun on the earth’s surface at an incident angle of 48.2°, which is called the AM 1.5 spectrum [50].
Chapter 3:

Improve the Hole Collection Efficiency with DNA and Metalized DNA in P3HT-Fullerene Heterojunction Solar Cells

3.1 Introduction

Polymer based solar cell devices have recently drawn tremendous attention for their important advantages over silicon-based solar cells.[35, 51, 52] Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) structure is the state-of-art in the so called ‘plastic’ solar cells because of their cost effective fabrication procedures, tunable optical properties and promising large area fabrication. The active layer of BHJ is fabricated by cascading solutions of two semiconductors such as conjugated polymers, fullerene derivatives or nanoparticles. Despite of their promising benefits, the efficiencies of BHJ solar cell devices are limited due to several drawbacks: short exciton diffusion lengths of the materials in the active layer [53], short drift length of the charge carriers [54] and non-ordered phase separation [55]. Recently, nanostructures including carbon nanotubes [56], nanorods [57], nanoparticles [58] and nanowires [59] have been utilized to tackle with these issues. Although, the so called hole conducting electrodes increase the charge collection and carrier mobility, their performance is limited due to various factors: What mainly affects their performance are processing bottlenecks for 1D nanostructures and the high recombination rate, especially for nanorods and nanoparticles. In this sense, research using disparate materials can provide promising results, hence an alternative approach is suggested to introduce metallic 1-D nanostructures. These materials can be used as exciton dissociation centers and as ballistic conduction agents with high carrier mobilities. However, the utilization of such nanowires
is scarce because of their limited optical transparency and flexibility. As an alternative, a new nanostructure based on metallized DNA complexes is presented in this paper.

DNA templated nanostructures are optically transparent, flexible and environmentally friendly, and they have similar charge properties as DNA which causes them to act as hole collecting centers. The success on layered assembly of DNA templated Pt nanowires depends on the optimization of their chemical functionalization, individualization and concentration in the organic composite.

In this chapter, a novel method of utilization of DNA and metalized DNA in poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)-[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT-PCBM) BHJ solar cells and their optical and electrical characterization is being reported.

3.2 Materials and Methods

**BHJ Fabrication:** The cell fabrication started with the pre-cleaning of the ITO coated glass substrates from Delta Technologies (15 Ω/sq) by sonication in de-ionized water, acetone, isopropanol alcohol in 10 minutes each and subsequent rinsing. After this pre-cleaning, 5 min. O₂ plasma treatment is applied to the surfaces to remove the organic particles on the surface. Benefits of this plasma cleaning on the series resistance have been previously shown [60]. After the plasma treatment, a thin layer of PEDOT:PSS (Baytron P) was spin-coated from aqueous solution at 4000 rpm for 40 s, after passing through 0.45 μm syringe filter. The coated substrate was then baked at 150°C for 15 minutes in air. Following this, DNA or Pt-DNA networks were spray-coated onto the substrate using DNA or Pt-DNA solutions where the preparation procedures were
explained in the following paragraph. Then, the samples are dried in argon-filled covered glass petri-dishes. Next, a mixture of 15mg (P3HT) and 15mg (PCBM) blend was dissolved in 1 ml 1,2-dichlorobenzene(ODCB), and stirred for 12 hours at 60°C. This polymer blend was deposited on top of the DNA or Pt-DNA layer at 700 rpm for 50 s via spin-coating by passing through a 0.22 µm filter. High temperature annealing treatment was performed in an argon filled glovebox for 30 min at 120 °C. The samples were then cooled back to room temperature within a 30 minute ramp. In the top contact fabrication, a 1 nm thick LiF (Lithium fluoride) layer and 100 nm thick aluminum (Al) layer were subsequently deposited via vacuum thermal evaporation (Temescal BJD 1800). Using a thin layer of LiF layer between the polymer and the metallic contact layers has an improvement on the overall performance by lowering the work function of the Al electrode and protecting the organic layer from the incoming Al atoms during thermal evaporation [61].

**DNA Metallization:** The metallization process is started with the preparation of the Pt ion solution by dissolving K$_2$PtCl$_4$ (Sigma-Aldrich) and sonicating for several minutes. Then, the solution is kept for aging for 24 hours. After mixing 1mM of the K$_2$PtCl$_4$ solution with 5µg/mL λ-DNA solution (Sigma-Aldrich), the reaction mixture is incubated at room temperature for different time periods (5, 12 and 20h) to observe the effect of activation time on the uniformity and size of Pt particles. Afterwards, the reduction process is started by adding 100 µL dimethylaminoborane (DMAB, Sigma-Aldrich) solution to 1 mL of the DNA/Pt solution, followed by heating to 37°C. After 30 minutes, the reduction process is quenched by diluting the solution, followed by sonication for 5 min [62].
**IV Measurements:** The IV measurements are performed under AM 1.5 G, 1 sun light source (Newport 96000 solar simulator). The J-V characteristics were measured with a probe station and parameter analyzer (Agilent 4155C). EQE measurements which are used to calculate IPCE are performed using a 150W Xenon lamp with 10 band pass filters which are in the range of 350 nm and 800 nm.

**C-V Measurements:** A DNA layer is formed by spray coating of λ-DNA on a p-Si substrate. Then, both silicon and DNA coated silicon substrates are spin-coated with PMMA (Microchem, 950 A4) for 40 s at 4000 rpm which results a 200 nm layer. After annealing at 70°C for 30 min, Al is evaporated on top as a contact for the device. Measurements are taken using LCR meter at 100KHz. (Agilent 4284A)

**Microscopy:** AFM characterization is done by Veeco Multimode V. Samples were coated with Au/Pd composite and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images were obtained at 5 kV(Leo 1550 FE SEM).

### 3.3 Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 3-1 (a), three different devices are fabricated. In device 1 (control), ethylene-dioxy-thiophene:polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) and P3HT:PCBM thin films are spray-coated on top of ITO coated glasses. Fabrication of device 2 (DNA) and 3 (Pt-DNA) included the coating of DNA and DNA templated Pt nanowire layers respectively on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer to provide a similar effect that was observed with the incorporation of single walled carbon nanotubes [63, 64]. The energy-level diagram in Figure 3-1 (b) indicates the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) energies and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies of the individual materials including the DNA [32] and Pt [65] work functions. Here, since Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) is used to calculate the exact work function of the Pt-DNA complexes, a reliable information cannot be extracted. However, due to the increase in the performance of the devices, it is assumed that the work function lies in between the DNA and the Pt work functions[66]. How these materials contribute to the hole collection by performing a graded layer passage can also be realized from this diagram.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3-1** (a) Schematic of device showing when DNA (device 2) and DNA-Pt (device 3) incorporated (Adapted from [67]), (b) Energy band diagram of the SC device including the DNA and the Pt-DNA layers (Adapted from [35])

Figure 3-2 (a) shows the absorbance of the defined devices. Based on prior research, DNA has poor absorption in the visible region[68]. So, the addition of a DNA layer to the control device results in only a slight increase in the visible region of the absorption spectra. In the case of metalized DNA, the binding of Pt complexes to the bases of the DNA strands [69] suppresses the absorption of the DNA. As a result, the increase in the absorption spectra for the device becomes less, and becomes similar to the absorption spectra of the
control device. Unlike the effect in the absorption spectra, DNA improves the quantum efficiency between 450nm and 600nm as shown in Figure 3-2 (b). However, when Pt complexes are attached to the DNA sequences, the IPCE of the control device in the visible region is significantly improved, which is based on introducing a material with a lower resistance in the device structure instead of bare DNA.

![Figure 3-2](image)

**Figure 3-2** (a) Absorbance spectrum of the Control, DNA and Pt-DNA devices. (b) IPCE spectra of the Control, DNA and Pt-DNA devices.
The results of the I-V measurements are given in Figure 3-3. Table 1 provides a summary of the short circuit current, the open circuit voltage (both determined from Figure 3-3), fill factor (FF) and the power conversion efficiency ($\eta$), which are calculated [49] under AM 1.5 G, 1 sun illumination. According to these results, a %16 increase is observed in the PCE of the control device when DNA fragments are incorporated on the PEDOT-PSS layer. Furthermore, when the DNA templated Pt nanowires are placed on the PEDOT:PSS layer, a %30 increase in the PCE is observed. Although these efficiency values were affected from air contamination during the fabrication and characterization processes, these observed increases on the overall efficiencies are significant. In addition to improvement in the efficiencies, further improvements in the $I_{sc}$ values are also noticed. The improvement in the $I_{sc}$ values can be explained by the enhancement of hole transport [70] provided by the DNA network. Although this network maximizes the surface area for charge collection, the $V_{oc}$ value is not affected from this increase. This is because the $V_{oc}$ value is found to be linearly dependent on the HOMO level of the donor and the LUMO level of the acceptor. Also, there is a further increase in the $I_{sc}$ in device 3 as compared to device 2. This increase can be explained by the incorporation of metalized DNA, since the active layer resistance decreases where the Pt-DNA network performs a better hole collection process than the bare DNA network.
Table 3-1 Effects of DNA and metalized DNA over the electrical characteristics of the organic solar cell devices when used as an hole collecting materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>$\eta$ (%)</th>
<th>$R_{series}$ (Ω cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With DNA</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Pt-DNA</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-3 Current Density-Voltage characteristics of the Control, DNA and Pt-DNA solar cell devices under AM 1.5 G 1 Sun illumination
The effects of incorporating 1D nanostructures on the device performance can also be explained by introducing a small signal model for the devices [71]. Here, series resistance (Rs) measurements are taken based on equation 3-1 [72]. In this equation, $V_{\text{max},p}$ is the voltage at the maximum power point in Figure 2.9, $I_{\text{max},p}$ is the corresponding current at the maximum power point, $I_L$ is the light-generated current, $K_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature of the device, and $A$ is the diode factor. According to the results in Table 1, the improvements are also reflected in the Rs values of the devices, where devices 2 and 3 show Rs values of 2.5 and 2.3 $\Omega \text{cm}^2$, respectively, which are lower than that of the control device (Device 1, 5.1 $\Omega \text{cm}^2$). The increase in the Isc values is mainly affected by this decrease in the Rs values.

$$Rs = \frac{V_{\text{max},p}}{I_{\text{max},p}} - \frac{AK_B T}{q(I_L - I_{\text{max},p})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Table 3-1 indicates that the introduction of metalized DNA led to further improvements on the performance of the device over the introduction of DNA. Fabrication of metalized DNA complexes is based on heterogeneous nucleation of metal nanoparticles on the DNA strand. During fabrication, Lambda phage DNA ($\lambda$-DNA) is chosen as the template because it introduces a highly negatively charged layer. Potassium tetrachloroplatinate(II) ($K_2PtCl_4$) salt is used as the source of Pt(II) complexes to form the initial phase nanoparticle nucleation. Previous studies showed that it is essential to start the metallization process with the activation of the DNA bases followed by the reduction of
the Pt(II) complexes [73]. In the activation step, the complex Pt ions bind to the DNA bases with covalent bonds [69] and serve as nucleation sites for the subsequent cluster growth. Then, the Pt clusters are reduced to the metallic nanoparticles in the reduction step.

During the metallization procedure, assembling of Pt nanoparticles along the DNA template is controlled by several parameters. For this application, we believe that it is required to synthesize cluster chains where the DNA strand is fully covered with metallic nanoparticles. In this way, the ballistic effect on the charge carrier collection of DNA can be increased and the resistive behaviour of the DNA layer in the device can be decreased.

An important parameter in the construction of the uniform Pt nanostructures is the duration of the binding process [74]. To achieve this, we investigated the effect of activation time over the cluster formation. The effect of the reduction time on the metallization process is shown via the AFM images in Figure 3-4. Three different samples are considered for three different activation times; 5, 12 and 20 hours, respectively. From the height images shown in Figure 3-4 (a)-(c), we observe that the longer the activation time is, than the better is the metallization process. In Figure 3-4 (a), with the starting of the nucleation process on the DNA strand, agglomeration of Pt clusters forms island shaped nanoparticles on the surface. These large structures are formed with the coherence of highly concentrated Pt ions via drying of the sample meniscus. As the activation time increases, more Pt ions are absorbed along the DNA strands [75]. After 12 hours of activation, the ions form small island shaped clusters on the λ-DNA backbone (Figure 3-4 (b)). The clusters coalesce into a continuous metallic nanowire after 20 hours of treatment (Figure 3-4 (c)). AFM images indicate that
the average diameter of the templated nanowires is 20nm (Figure 3-4 (d)) and the average height of the nanowires is approximately 2nm (Figure 3-4 (d) inset).

Figure 3-4 AFM images of Pt-DNA strands fabricated at 37°C in a mixture of 1mL Pt/DNA solution and 100µL DMAB for different activation times; (a)5h, (b)12h, (c)20h. A detailed AFM top-down image (d) and height image (d inset) for 20h activation time. [67]
As shown in the SEM images in Figure 3-5, diluted λ-DNA solution was drop casted on the glass cover to form the alignment of DNA molecules [76]. During room temperature evaporation of this droplet, receding water meniscus remains stretched individual DNA molecules on the surface [77, 78]. Since the glass substrate is not conductive, charging effects are minimized by putting the sample with a composite Au/Pd target for 8 sec.

**Figure 3-5** Top-Down SEM image of Pt-DNA strand on glass substrate. The substrate is sputtered with composite Au/Pd target to get a detailed SEM images as shown in the inset. [67]

For a better understanding of the efficacy of DNA fragments as hole conducting electrodes, approximate charge density for the DNA is measured. For this measurement,
the fixed oxide charge on a Metal-Oxide-Silicon (MOS) capacitor model is used. Based to this approach, there exists a fixed charge at the oxide-semiconductor interface where the charged DNA layer provides a shift in the flat band voltage by an amount which equals to the charge divided by the oxide capacitance [79]. In our MOS capacitor devices, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is used as the insulating layer and for the sake of simplicity in these measurements, the layer structure of the devices are chosen as p-Si/λ-DNA/PMMA/Al and p-Si/DNA/PMMA/Al [80].

**Figure 3-6** Capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics of the p-Si/λ-DNA/PMMA/Al and p-Si/PMMA/Al structures at 100 KHz (Area=16mm2).

In these devices, the value of the oxide capacitance can be calculated as 14 nF/cm² where the PMMA layer thickness is 200 nm and the dielectric constant is \( \varepsilon = 3.2 \varepsilon_0 \). [80] So, the theoretical capacitance value for our device, which has an area of 16 mm², can be found as 2.25 nF. According to the measurements summarized in Figure 3-6, total capacitance of
the devices is found as 2.6 nF. Based on the measurements in Figure 3-6, the addition of a λ-DNA layer causes a 0.3V positive voltage shift to the flat band voltage of the p-Si/DNA/PMMA/Al device. So, the charge density of the λ-DNA layer is calculated to be $Q=-4.875 \text{ nC/cm}^2$. This result indicates that the spray coated λ-DNA layer introduces a negative charge between the layers which is significant enough to increase the hole collection efficiency in our BHJ device [81].

3.4 Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to incorporate DNA and Pt-DNA networks on the cathode side of the active layer of P3HT/PCBM BHJ PV devices. By coating a layer of DNA and Pt-DNA on the PEDOT:PSS layer, the power conversion efficiency is improved by %16 and %30, respectively. The negative charge of the DNA fragments increases hole collection which in turn increases the short circuit current. The presence of negative charge is confirmed with C-V measurements. These results depict that DNA and DNA template nanostructures can be used in the organic solar cells to improve the device performance. However, further studies on the metallization and layer formation of the DNA are required to increase this performance.
Chapter 4:

Graphene in Organic Solar Cells

4.1 Introduction

The dramatic advances in the last few decades bring many problems with it. In this time, carbon based electronics is introduced as an alternative solution to these problems. The research in carbon based electronics started with three dimension allotropes (diamond, graphite) of carbon. Recently discovered one dimension (nanotubes) and zero dimension (fullerenes) allotropes of carbon increased the interest in carbon electronics. But, as being the most theoretically studied carbon allotropes for many years, graphene was recently able to fabricate.

After various attempts, in the last 50 years, researchers were able to fabricate small size graphene flakes in the beginning of 2000s. After this successful attempt, graphene has become a very hot research topic because of its unique electrical, mechanical and optical properties.

In this chapter, one of these researches based on using graphene as a transparent electrode is discussed. The chapter starts with defining the unique electro-mechanical properties of graphene and follows with the recent fabrication and characterization methods. Later on, the research on the surface functionalization and characterization over
the big graphene flakes are discussed. The results of this project are shown as the evidence of the possible replacement of the up-to-date transparent electrodes with graphene.

4.2 Properties of Graphene

Theoretically, graphene is the most interested and studied carbon allotrope because of its unique material properties. The lattice structure of graphene consists of two interpenetrating triangular sublattices where the carbon atoms of one sublattice are placed in the center of the after sub-lattice. (Figure 4-1) The distance of the carbon atoms in the lattice is 1.42 Å.

![Graphene lattice consists of two interpenetrating triangular sublattices, each with different colors](image)

**Figure 4-1** Graphene lattice consists of two interpenetrating triangular sublattices, each with different colors [82]
Each atom has one s orbital and three p orbitals; px, py & pz. The s and the planar px and py orbitals hybridize to form a strong covalent sp2 bands. The remaining pz orbital hybridizes with its neighboring carbons to form the \( \pi \) (conduction) and \( \pi^* \) (valence) bands. The electrons on these bands form extremely weak out-of-plane interactions. As a result, electrical and thermal conductivities in the out-of-plane direction are around \( 10^3 \) times lower than the in-plane analogues.

### 4.2.1 Electrical Properties

The electronic structure of graphene can be explained with the nearest neighbor, tight-binding approximation. According to this approximation, electron energy is linearly dependent on the wave vector at the edges of the Brillouin zone. This results the electron to behave with the hopping process.

This band structure property resembles the dirac-like spectrum of the massless fermions. So, similar to the fermions, electrons move with quantum-mechanical hopping process between the sub lattices. As a result; the speed of electrons in graphene is linearly dependent with the speed of light.

Experimental results are also corresponding with the theoretical approximation of the hole and electron mobilities. For the microcleaved deposited graphene, electron mobility exceeds 25000 cm\(^2\)/V at room temperature [83, 84]. Experiments also show that the dominant scattering mechanism in graphene is the defects [83, 85]. These defects used
by the graphene itself and the interaction between the graphene and the substrate, are tried to reduce by annealing and suspending the graphene devices, which shows the mobility can exceed 200000 cm²/V [86-88].

Moreover to the high mobility, linear dispersion curve near the Dirac point leads the Fermi level to be easily set by adjusting the doping level [83, 84, 89-91]. This property with the possibility to open a band gap within the bands allows the graphene FET device fabrication [92].

Figure 4-2 Graphene nano ribbons metallic and semiconducting behavior based on its edge morphology [93]
Graphene FET devices are first proposed with the ribbon shaped graphene devices. In these devices graphene was laterally confined in two degrees and graphene nano ribbons (GNRs) metallic and semiconducting behavior based on its edge morphology [94, 95]. Calculations based on tight binding predict that zigzag GNRs are always metallic while armchairs can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on their width. (Figure 4-2)

In addition to these unique properties, availability of the large graphene growth leads as a candidate for the transparent electrode applications. Several attempts show that large area graphene can be fabricated with the reduced sheet resistance and high transparency [96, 97].

4.2.3 Mechanical properties

Similar to the other carbon allotropes, graphene has unique properties in terms of mechanical robustness, Young’s modulus or be it hardness. Stiffness of the graphene sheet is found of the order of 300-400 N/m by using AFM nano indentation [98]. Some studies show that breaking strength of ca. 42N/m represents the intrinsic strength of a defect-free sheet. Having such a high tension in a single sheet makes graphene a strong material for various NEMS applications such as resonators or pressure sensors. One of the recent studies shows that suspended graphene provides membrane for gas sensing applications [99].
4.2.3 Optical Properties

As a single layer, graphene is a highly transparent material. It has been shown that sub-2nm thick suspended graphene films yield >95% transparency [96, 97, 100]. Also, large area CVD growth graphene sheets have >80% transparency [101] for single layer and remains about 80% for 5 layer sheets [102, 103]. (Figure 4-3) The results show that transparency of the graphene films linearly decreases with the number of layers in a visible range. The results also show that on a few layer range, introducing another layer decreases the transmittance by around 2%. This constant in this linear behavior of the transparency can be explained with the coupling between light and relativistic electrons [104].

Figure 4-3 Optical transmittance of a graphene film with 3 nm average thickness on glass.[105]
4.3 Fabrication Methods

Although theoretically studied in detail, utilizing fewer layers of graphene was not possible until recently. First researchers came up with couple of different approaches to form few layers of graphene. In 1999, Ruoff’s group came up with an approach to use AFM tip to manipulate small pillars into highly oriented pyrolytic graphene by plasma etching. With this approach, they were able to form around 600 layers of graphene [106]. Later on, Kim’s group improved the method to form ~30 layers [107].

4.3.1 Mechanical Exfoliation

Although these approaches were able to form multilayer graphene samples, the most remarkable approach developed by Novaselov and Geim’s group in 2004 [108]. In this most basic form, the so called mechanical exfoliation method consists in using common cellophane tape to repeat the peeling process multiple times to remove layers from graphite flake.

During this peeling process, van der Waals attraction between the graphene and the substrate can delaminate a single layer when the tape is lifted. Although the success rate of forming a single layer is depend on the experience, it is possible to form single flakes of 100 μm² in size.

The Manchester group also shows that using a SiO₂ (with a specific thickness of 300mm) on Si helps to enhance the visualization of graphene flakes on the substrate [109].(Figure 4-4)
Although this method made a great impact on the experimental graphene research, having a low throughput and scalability problems led the researches to find alternative routes.
4.3.2 Chemically derived Graphene from Graphite Oxide

The graphene synthesis research is based on three important factors to be used in real world devices. First of all, the process must produce high quality graphene samples. Second, the method must provide fine control over the crystalline thickness. And finally, the outcome must be compatible with the state of the art fabrication processing.

Keeping these factors in mind, Ruoff’s group was able to demonstrate a solution-based graphene fabrication method in 2006 [110-113]. The method is based on a chemical exfoliation process of graphite oxide and removing the oxygen groups by chemical treatment.

In detail, the process starts with weakening the van der Waals bonds between the layers. This is done by oxidation of the graphite producing less aromatic carbon groups. After that, oxygen groups are removed either chemically by using hydrazine hydrite [111] or thermally by rapid annealing to 1050°C [114-116].

In spite of the promising progress of chemical exfoliation, the efficiency of graphene is still a problem that must be solved. Until now, the chemical derived methods were able to form resulting materials which contain both graphine and number of layers and layer size. Also, it is not possible to address the graphene to the desired positions because it is a solution-based process.
4.3.3 Substrate based graphene growth

Addressing the problems of the previous two methods, researchers came up with two different approaches which are based on growing graphene directly on solid substrates. One of approaches uses thermal decomposition of carbides. De Heer group show that high temperature reduction of silicon carbide results graphene layer [117-119]. They showed that desorbing silicon carbide in ultrahigh vacuum and around 100°C leaves small graphene islands behind. (Figure 4-5)

Figure 4-5 Silicon carbide is reduced to graphene as silicon sublimes at high temperature. (a) SEM image shows small hexagonal crystallites. (b) STM image shows long-range order and a low density of defects. [120]

Further research results show that it is possible to grow wafer-scale montage graphene by a higher annealing temperature [121, 122]. These promising results increased the attention on this method in the last years.
The other substrate-based growth method is Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on single crystal transition metals [123]. This process is pioneered by groups from Korea and MIT. The method relies on the carbon saturation on the metal catalyze surface at high temperatures. Hydrocarbon gases, such as, methane or ethylene can be used as the source gas. Another important parameter is the type of the substrate material. In literature, CVD growth process is studied on various single crystalline metals such as Ir [124, 125], Co [126], Ru [127, 128], Ni [129-131], Pt [132] and Cu [133, 134]. Among these materials Ni and Cu gave very promising results especially in the field of large are graphene growth.

Figure 4-6 Schematic of CVD growth graphene mechanisms on Ni and Cu substrates [135]
When the growth process is studied in detail for Ni and Cu substrates, graphene formation is different for two metals. (Figure 4-6) For Ni substrate, graphene is grown due to C segregation or precipitation process. The most important parameter in the process is the cooling rate.

Although it is possible to grow single layer of graphene with Ni substrate, lack of control over the growth parameters limits its efficiency and uniformity. This problem is overcome by changing the substrate to Cu. Graphene films grow on Cu substrate by a surface adsorption process. This process automatically yields one layer graphene. Also large area few layer graphene can be grown layer by layer with Cu substrate.

4.4 Characterization Methods

Fast and accurate characterization of graphene is as important as the fabrication of it. For an efficient characterization, various techniques are proposed in the literature, such as; optical microscopy, AFM TEM and Raman scattering.

Optical microscopy is based on maximizing the optical contrast between the substrate and the monolayer of the carbon atoms. In the literature, the appropriate substrate is found as oxide coated silicon wafers where the thickness of the SiO₂ layer is found as 300 nm [108]. By adjusting the thickness such that, the reflected light intensity is maximized at about 550nm which gives a distinct contrast difference especially in the green channel display.
One of the first techniques for the characterization is AFM. Although it is difficult to be used for the identification, it gives a better understanding for the topological quality of the samples [136]. Different parameters are important for the AFM technique such as, SiO₂ substrate roughness, AFM tip quality, ambient noise and ambient humidity. Being too slow and limited in the scan size are the main disadvantages of this technique.

Another characterization tool is the TEM [137, 138]. Although it has the best resolution and gives the most accurate information about the graphene lattice and the quality, difficult and long sample preparation procedure limits its convenience.

The most efficient technique is using Raman scattering [139, 140]. The technique provides insight information on the electron-phonon interactions. It has been extensively used for the carbon materials for the last 20 years [141].

By changing the wavelength of the incident phonons, scattered phonons are collected. The intensity of the scattered phonons changes by the change of the frequency of the incident phonons. This intensity vs frequency graph is unique for all materials and gives an insight information about the material. For graphene, the appropriate wavelength range is from 800 to 2000 cm⁻¹ and in this range Raman scattering of the graphene has two unique peaks [140]. (Figure 4-7)

The G peak, around 1500 cm⁻¹, corresponds to the E₂g phonon at the center of the Brillouin zone. Moreover, the defects or the smoothness of the graphene substrate can be determined by the D peak. The D peak, around 1350 cm⁻¹, is due to the out-of-plane breathing mode of the sp² atoms and is active in the presence of defects.
The D’ peak (also called as 2D peak) occurs around 2700 cm$^{-1}$. The shape, the position and the intensity relative to the D peak of this peak depend on the number of layers of the sample.
4.5 Graphene as an electrode in Organic Solar Cells

Among other application areas, using graphene in organic photovoltaics interested researchers for the last couple of years [103, 142, 143]. Organic photovoltaics have a high potential and many advantages in the renewable energy area. The recent improvements in the device structure, fabrication techniques and new materials resulted a power conversion efficiency of 6%-7% under AM 1.5 G solar illumination [144]. The trend of the improvements shows that power conversion efficiency of organic photovoltaics can reach to the commercialization barrier of 10% in the next 10 years. Except the power conversion efficiency, the most important criterion for the commercialization is the device cost. Recent improvements in organic photovoltaics increase not only the power conversion efficiency but also the cost of the device.

In this case, the most reasonable solution to the high device cost is to replace the most expensive material in the device with a cheaper equivalent. In organic photovoltaics, most expensive part is the ITO electrode. Because it is not one of the earth’s natural resources, indium is a rare material on the earth. But this rare material is used in many electronic applications such as LCD displays [145], organic photovoltaics [146], touch screens [147] because of its high mobility, low resistance (<100 ohms/sq.) and high transparent thin film characterization. (visible transmittance of >80%)

So, it is difficult to replace ITO thin films with another thin film. But, with the recent developments, graphene thin films can be an alternative to ITO thin films. In the
next chapter, we are going to show an application of large area graphene sheets in the organic photovoltaics as the transparent electrode.

### 4.6 Materials and Methods

CVD growth large area graphene can be used as an electrode in organic photovoltaics by adjusting its surface and electrical properties. First, transparency of the graphene films must be high enough for the light absorption. For this purpose large area graphene samples are grown with different number of layers.

For graphene fabrication, one inch by one inch size copper foils are placed in the MTI 1100 CVD furnace. First the chamber is annealed to 1000 °C for 15 minutes and a mixture of CH₄, H₂ and Ar gases are inserted with the flow rates of 500 sccm, 500 sccm and 250 sccm respectively. The growth process takes from 10 to 20 minutes depending on the number of layers. After the growth, the samples are left 30 minutes for cooling [105]. Then the samples are taken into iron (iii) chloride (FeCl₃) solution (1 M) for overnight to dissolve the copper layers. At last, graphene flakes, which are flowing on the FeCl₃ solution, are taken onto a glass with the fishing method.

The transparency measurements are taken by the PerkinElmer Lambda 45 UV-VIS spectrometer. The range is chosen between 400 nm and 1100 nm. Four different samples are measured where the number of graphene layers is from one to four.
Another important criteria for the application of the graphene as the transparent electrode is the low surface resistance. Surface resistance measurements are taken Van der Pauw Method [148]. According to this method, four small contacts are fabricated on the four sides of the graphene sheet as shown in fig. Here, the ratio of the distance between the contacts to the contact size must be greater than 50. Then the voltage-current measurements are taken for two different cases. (Figure 4-8) Neglecting the thickness of sheet, the overall sheet resistance is found using this two resistance values as in the equation 4.1 [149, 150]. The unit of this resistance is $\Omega/\square$.

\[ R_A = \frac{V_{43}}{I_{12}} \]

\[ R_B = \frac{V_{14}}{I_{23}} \]

\[ R_s = 4.5324 \frac{R_A + R_B}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

**Figure 4-8** Explanation of the Van der Pauw method which is used in the sheet resistance calculations [148]
Surface wettability is also important for the graphene electrode applications. After the CVD fabrication, graphene is hydrophobic. To be applicable for the organic photovoltaics, surface properties must be changed to hydrophilic. Two different surface functionalization methods are applied to change the surface properties. (Figure 4-9) In one method, graphene surface is treated with a short duration of Ar plasma. By the help of the highly energized Ar molecules, some of the molecules in the graphene layer are removed. In another method, graphene surface is functionalized with HNO$_3$ molecules. The effects of these surface treatments over the surface wettability are examined by measuring the contact angle with Kruss EasyDrop Contact Angle Measuring system.

Figure 4-9 Two different methods of the surface functionalization to the pristine graphene material (Adapted from [151])
For the organic photovoltaic cell fabrication, ITO coated glasses (Delta Technologies 15 Ω/sq.) were ultrasonically cleaned with de-ionized water, acetone, isopropanol alcohol. Then the samples kept in a vacuum oven at 120°C overnight. This process is followed by an air plasma treatment of 5 min to remove the organic contaminants. Following the plasma treatment, a thin layer of PEDOT:PSS (Baytron P) was spin-coated from aqueous solution at 4000 rpm for 40 s, after passing through 0.45 μm syringe filter. The substrate was then baked at 150°C for 15 minutes in air. Next, a mixture of 15 mg (P3HT) and 15 mg (PCBM) blend was dissolved in 1 ml (ODCB), and stirred for 12 hours at 70°C. After passing through a 0.2 μm filter, the P3HT/PCBM blend was deposited on top of the DNA or Pt-DNA layer at 700 rpm for 50 s via spin-coating. High temperature annealing treatment was carried in argon environment for 30 min at 120 °C. The sample was then cooled back to room temperature within a 30 minute ramp. 1 nm thick LiF and 80 nm thick Al layers were subsequently evaporated through a shadow mask with 4 mm x 4 mm square openings.

For the graphene electrode applications, same fabrication procedure is applied onto the functionalized graphene substrate.

The characterization of the devices was done by using a Xe lamp by Newport Inc which simulates AM 1.5G light from 400 to 1100 nm and Agilent 4155 Semiconductor parameter analyzer. The IV data is then processed and device parameters are found in Matlab.
AFM imaging of the graphene films are performed on a Veeco Multimode V microscope in tapping mode.

4.7 Results and discussion

The CVD growth graphene films are characterized with two techniques. First, 1’x1’ graphene sheets are fabricated for the AFM characterization. Then, the films are taken onto a pre-cleaned Si substrate. AFM images show that graphene films are uniformly grown. (Figure 4.10) The bright colors in the height image shows that the flake is cracked during the fishing process or there is a particle under the flake. But the cross section graph clearly shows that a 2nm thick (3-4 layers of graphene) graphene sheets are fabricated.

Figure 4-10 AFM height image of the CVD growth graphene
For a better understanding of the growth process and the graphene sheet quality, Raman spectroscopy is applied to the samples. (Figure 4-11) Here, the ratio of the G and 2D peaks determines the number of layers. As in the single layer graph, intensity of the 2D peak is more than double of the intensity of the G peak. In bi-layer graphene this ratio is around one. It is also important to notice that, both in single and bilayer graphene sheets, there is a significantly high D peak. This shows that there are some defects on the surface. These defects are mainly caused by the transfer process of graphene to the substrate. In the fishing method, graphene can easily crack or the flakes can fold onto each other. This results a significant increase in the surface resistance.

**Figure 4-11** Raman Spectra of the single, bi and multi layer graphene
Another criterion for the electrode application of graphene sheets is the high transmittance. Since ITO coated glasses have a transmission rate of more than 80% over the visible and near IR range, similar properties are desired for the graphene too. (Figure 4-12) As the transmission spectra of one, two, three and four layers are taken, it is observed that each layer decreases the transmission by 2.5%. The results also show that even 4 layers of graphene has appropriate transmission rate for the organic photovoltaic devices.

It is also important to notice that as the number of layers increases, the transmission rate decreases faster in the near UV range than in the visible range. Because P3HT:PCBM based organic solar cells has an absorption spectra in the near UV range, using more than three layers of graphene as an electrode inhibits the absorption of the light spectrum in that range.

Figure 4-12 Transmission spectra of the one, two, three and four layers of large area graphene sheets
When the surface properties of the sheets are considered, two criteria are important; wettability and sheet resistance. Wettability is increased by two different surface treatments. As the surface becomes more hydrophilic, contact angle of the DI water droplet is decreased. First 5 sec. of Ar plasma is applied to the surface. After the Ar plasma, surface wettability increased significantly. (Figure 4-13)

**Figure 4-13** Bi-layer of Graphene before and after Argon plasma
As in Table 4-1, increasing the number of layers decreases the contact angle. Increasing the number of layers from one to three decreases the contact angle by 17%. However, without any treatment, pristine graphene shows hydrophobic characteristics. When Ar plasma is applied to the surface, the contact angles in all cases decreases by 50% or higher. This shows that after Ar plasma, graphene surface becomes highly hydrophilic. However, it is observed that while it is increasing the wettability of the surface, Ar plasma does not improve over the sheet resistance.

To decrease the sheet resistance, surface is functionalized with nitric acid. The effect of this treatment over the surface wettability is also investigated. According to the results, contact angle increases by 10° in all cases.

Table 4-1  Contact angle measurements for single, bi and multi layer graphene samples before and after surface treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Graphene Layers</th>
<th>Pristine (°)</th>
<th>After Argon Plasma (°)</th>
<th>After functionalization (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.96</td>
<td>26.22</td>
<td>43.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50.76</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>27.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>48.01</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>33.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>48.48</td>
<td>25.84</td>
<td>34.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effects of the surface treatments over the surface resistance are also investigated in Table 4-2. Different from the contact angle measurements, there is an intermediate step is also investigated by annealing the samples at 300°C. Annealing is
expected to clean the surface and remove the O$_2$ from the oxidized graphene. According to the results, annealing slightly increases the resistance of single layer graphene by 6%. This can be explained by removing the particles and O$_2$ from the single layer graphene, increases the number of defects over the surface. However, in three layer graphene case, annealing decreases the surface resistance by 20%.

Further treatments of Ar plasma to the single layer graphene easily destroy the layer formation of the graphene sheets. However, when it is used in multilayer graphene sheets, it slightly increases the sheet resistance. The tradeoff this increase is the decrease in the surface wettability.

To decrease the sheet resistance further, nitric acid treatment is applied. The results show that this treatment overcomes the losses caused by the Ar plasma. As a result of these treatment processes, the surface resistance of the three layers of graphene is decreased by 25%.

**Table 4-2** Effects of the surface treatment over the sheet resistance of single and three layers of graphene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Layers</th>
<th>Pristine</th>
<th>After annealing at 300°C</th>
<th>After Argon Plasma</th>
<th>After Func.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 layer Graphene</td>
<td>1.6 KΩ/sq.</td>
<td>1.7 KΩ/sq.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 layers of Graphene</td>
<td>992 Ω/sq.</td>
<td>792 Ω/sq.</td>
<td>856 Ω/sq.</td>
<td>724 Ω/sq.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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After the surface treatments, ITO and graphene sheets are used for organic solar cell fabrication. As can be seen from Table 4-3, open circuit voltage in both cases remains close because the open circuit voltage is mainly determined by the energy levels of the active layer polymers. But, current density of the graphene solar cell is significantly lower than the one of the ITO. This is mainly caused by the high sheet resistance of the graphene substrate. The high resistance increases the series resistance of the device and leads to a decrease in the current density. As a result, power conversion efficiency is significantly lower than the ITO based solar cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>(V_{oc}) (V)</th>
<th>(J_{sc}) (mA/cm(^2))</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>(\eta) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.8 Conclusion

In conclusion, graphene is used as an anode electrode in organic photovoltaic devices. The results show that without any treatment, graphene cannot be used as a transparent electrode. However, some basic surface treatments show a significant increase in the surface and the electrical properties of the graphene sheets. Moreover, it is shown that maximum of three layers of graphene can be used for higher light absorption of the
active layer polymers in the UV region. Although graphene sheets show promising results in transmission and surface wettability after the Ar plasma and Nitric acid treatments, high surface resistance remains the main issue for the graphene electrodes. As a result, graphene has a potential to replace the ITO but further improvements in the device fabrication and surface functionalization are required.
Chapter 5:

Conclusions

In conclusion, two approaches were successfully developed and applied to increase the device performance of the organic solar cells and to decrease the device cost. It was demonstrated that, by using DNA in the hole collection side of the organic solar devices, hole collection ability is enhanced. Moreover, it was shown that by optimizing the metallization process of DNA strands, 1-D quasi-metallic nanostructures can be fabricated. When these metalized DNA nanostructures used in organic solar cells, hole collection is enhanced more. When the reasons of these improvements are investigated, it is observed that by having negatively charged characteristics, DNA introduces alternative desirable pathways to the holes and metallization of DNA decreases the resistance of this pathways. These achievements show the potential of DNA and DNA template nanowires in organic photovoltaics.

In this dissertation, the cost of the organic solar cell is tried to reduce by replacing the anode contact with large area graphene thin films. Single and multi layer graphene thin films are developed in CVD furnaces and they are optically and electrically characterized. The results show that they have similar optical properties with ITO thin films but their electrical properties are comparably lower than ITO. Two different approached are studied to enhance the electrical properties. As a result, the device performance results are found
as comparably lower than ITO device performance. However, the improvements we found show that graphene is the best candidate to replace the ITO.
Chapter 6:
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